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Phase I 
 

The description of the Phase I of the project using Qualnet Software is given below, 
 

- Create a single wireless subnetwork with three nodes. 
- Nodes should be randomly placed. All the nodes located in the subnetwork should 

be able to hear each other’s transmissions. 
- Create three connections in the network as follows, 

 
                               Transmit Node                      Receive Node 

                                                        1                    ->                   2 
                                                        2                    - >                  3 
                                                        3                    - >                  1 

 
 

- You should obtain results both with and without fading and shadowing at the 
physical layer. 

- Choose IEEE 802.11 as the MAC protocol in the network. 
- Assume IPv4 as the network protocol. 
- Assume that some connections are using UDP as the transport protocol. 
- Assume that the packet lengths are exponentially distributed in number of b bytes 

per packet. 
- Assume that the time interval between the generation of the packets is exponentially 

distributed with average duration of x seconds (Poisson arrival process).  
- Choose a pair of values for b and x.   
- Set the UDP connection time, CT,  such that it will generate at least 1000packets,  

CT > 1000x seconds. Choose the simulation run time, ST, such that ST > CT. 
- Create bar charts for, 

-  Throughput per traffic generator-server. 
-  Throughput per traffic generator- client. 
-   Average packet delay per node. 
-    Average queue length per node. 

      - Create a Table where each row gives per node statistics. The following column 
heads are chosen for statistics, 
 

- User packets ( Unicast traffic) passed from top to bottom at each layer ( 
Application -> Transport, Transport -> Network, Network -> MAC, MAC -> 
Physical Layer ). 
- User packets ( Unicast traffic) passed from bottom to top at each layer ( 
Application <- Transport, Transport <- Network, Network <- MAC, MAC <- 
Physical Layer ). 
- Packet losses from top to bottom traffic at each layer. 
- Packet losses from bottom to top at each layer.  
 



A packet may need to be retransmitted because of errors in the received 
packet. Packet errors increase as the distance between transmitting and 
receiving nodes increase. A packet will be lost when packet retransmission 
limit is exceeded and the packet has not yet been transmitted.   

 
      Then, change the position of node 3 in the network such that its distances from 
nodes 2 and 3 increase. A node may be moved by clicking on the arrowhead selector 
and then left clicking the mouse on node 3 and dragging it.  The above bar charts 
and table should be generated for the new network also. The packet drops in the 
network should increase with the increased distance of the node 3. Discuss whether 
the presented results are reasonable and account for all the packets generated by 
the nodes. 
 

Note : Traffic generator client refers to the transmitting node in a connection, while traffic 
generator server to the receiving node. 

 
 
 
                               


